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How a Parking Company Increased Their Local 
Marketing Presence by over 3,000% 

A Parking Industry Driven by Local Search 

One Parking is a boutique parking company managing over 50,000 
parking spaces across the nation and in the Middle East. Since 2004, 
everyone from the management team to the professional parking 
attendants have been singularly focused on maximizing revenue and 
service levels of their clients’ parking assets. The team prides 
themselves on consistent client service grounded in valuable insight 
and fast response time. 

The majority of One Parking’s marketing efforts are driven from local 
search. Parking related keywords are searched over a million times a 
month on Google in the United States. They not only needed to be 
found in local searches, but needed to be at the top in a competitive 
industry where proximity and convenience is critical. 

 
 

Like many multi-location businesses, One Parking had inconsistent 
and incorrect information across several major online directories. As 
a result of these incorrect and missing listings, One Parking wasn't 
being found in basic organic searches. They were missing out on 
valuable opportunities because half of their listings had errors.  

To make matters worse, One Parking was not ranking organically. 94% 
of clicks actually happen on these organic searches which inhibited 
their ability to engage with customers online. 

Fast Facts 

There are 7.6 billion local 
searches per month online. 
88% of those searches result 
in a visit within 24 hours of 
their search.  

43% of Internet searches 
performed today use a local 
keyword. 86% of those 
searches convert to a phone 
call or visit to the physical 
location. 

In local searches, there is 
over a 40% click-through-rate 
on the one ranked first. The 
click-through-rate drops to 
about 13% on the one ranked 
second. 

Studies show that Search 
Engine Optimization (SEO) is 
16-20x more effective than
Pay-Per-Click.

The Local Marketing Imperative: Appearing in 
Search When it Matters Most 
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With LocalVox’s LocalCast platform, One Parking has a comprehensive platform to measure, monitor 
and optimize organic search, map searches and local directories with ease. LocalCast automatically 
claimed, corrected and optimized over 1,000 directories (including Yelp, Yahoo!, CitySearch, Bing, and 
Google Places), saving them hundreds of hours.  

In addition to serving the correct information, each directory was enhanced with pictures, categories 
and rich data which caused an immediate 3-5x increase in One Parking appearing in directory searches. 

One Parking Optimized Over 1,000 Directories - With 1 Click 

The LocalVox Solution for Directory Optimization 

“I would like to take this opportunity to express how happy we are with the online marketing 
services LocalVox has provided thus far. The LocalVox team has show great knowledge in regards 
to SEO best practices as well as optimization strategy and management of the oneparking.com 
account. LocalVox’s website optimization techniques has increased the number of unique visitors 
to our website in just a few months and has made a significant difference in our online presence 
for the multiple parking garage locations we operate.” 

What One Parking Had to Say About LocalVox 

- Theresa Lilly
Marketing Assistant
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How One Parking Dominates on Local Searches 

One Parking now ranks on Google and 
Google Maps: 

 #1 for Cheap Parking Garage
 #1 for Discount Parking
 #1 for Best Parking
 #1 for Parking Lots
 #1 for Monthly Parking
 Etc.

At every level of zip, neighborhood and 
town & city 

Dominating Local Rankings on Google 

With 770 Google organic rankings, One Parking is now in front of high-intent customers for keywords that 
drive real impact for the business. One Parking comes up #1 for searches relating to parking at every level 
– neighborhood, zip, city/town, county, and state – and often multiple times on the page for content and
Google Maps. Customers who search for any type of parking will find One Parking first.

3,330% 
Improvement in search rankings 
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How Content Marketing Outperforms Pay-Per Click 
Based on numerous studies, local search engine optimization (SEO) outperforms Pay-Per-Click campaigns 
by 16-20x. And making sure your landing experiences across every local touch point are optimized with 
the right local messaging improves advertising performance. The key to dominating is content.    

 90% of consumers find custom content helpful
 94% of search engine clicks occur on organic rather than paid information
 Content marketing costs 62% less than traditional marketing and generates about 3 times as

many leads

With LocalVox, One Parking regularly publishes long-format native content with the push of one 
button, syndicating it to local publishers, search engines, business listing directories, email lists and 
social media. 

Every time One Parking publishes an article, they strengthen their brand presence and content 
footprint and create meaningful interactions with customers – with a single click. 

Localized 

 Native Content Distribution
 Organic SEO
 Local SEO
 Local Social Media
 Directories
 Email Marketing
 Mobile Targeting

One Platform to Measure, 
Monitor and Act 
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Parking Industry Marketing1

Why LocalVox for the Parking Industry 

 The parking industry is an $18 billion dollar
industry

 There are more than 40,000 parking
facilities

 Of the 140,000,000 passenger cars, about
96% of them are parked

 Parking related keywords are searched over
a million times a month on Google

 By 2015, companies that focus on integrated
processes for local marketing will increase
revenue 10-15%

1. Vastly increase local search rankings through a comprehensive local SEO strategy

2. Get 100% reliability of local directory listing data including photos, videos and more

3. See all the local search metrics in one place (Google rankings, Maps rankings and

directories)

4. Be able to monitor ratings and reviews across all the directories that matter

5. Drive customer engagement by pushing SEO rich content on the web, search engines,

news aggregators, and more

Top 5 Benefits of LocalVox 

1 http://www.npapark.org/pdfs/NPA-Size_of_Market_Size_of_the_United_States_Parking_Market_Final_5-24-11.pdf 
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